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New developments have made identity documents an increasingly reveal-
ing site at which to examine the power dynamics between mi grants and 
the state in traditional immigrant- receiving countries. First, in the United 
States, Canada, and the Eu ro pean Union, new forms of temporary and pro-
visional  legal status are proliferating, even as states are less likely to grant 
permanent  legal status.1 In Canada, for example, the number of nonimmi-
grants the state admits through its guest worker program has only increased 
since the 1970s, even as  those admitted as  legal permanent residents have de-
clined.2 In Spain, new immigration laws passed in the 1990s admit mi grants 
only as temporary workers on one- year renewable permits,3 while in the 
United Kingdom, only the wealthiest investors and highly skilled mi grants 
are granted a chance at permanent settlement.4 Fi nally, in the United States, 
provisional forms of lawful presence— such as Temporary Protected Status 
and the “stays of deportation” offered by the Deferred Action for Childhood 
Arrivals program— multiplied during the Obama administration even as 
opportunities for regularization for unauthorized mi grants stalled.5

 These temporary and provisional statuses may be seen as the bureaucratic 
manifestation of a broader phenomenon of “global apartheid”— that is, of a 
system of heightened immigration restrictions in more prosperous nations 
that increasingly deny foreigners the stability of permanent  legal status in 
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the receiving country. We follow Nandita Sharma in conceptualizing “global 
apartheid” as a system of restrictive immigration and citizenship controls 
that admit foreigners only on a temporary or “illegal” basis.6 As Sharma ob-
serves, global apartheid is not about keeping  people of diff er ent citizenship 
statuses apart, but rather about incorporating foreigners into the nation on 
unequal terms via the denial of  legal permanent status. In Sharma’s formu-
lation, therefore,  legal distinctions on the basis of citizenship status have 
replaced  those made on the basis of race, creating a highly vulnerable class 
of foreign workers who serve as an “efficient, flexible, and globally competi-
tive workforce.”7

This volume focuses on documents as a win dow onto the power dynamics 
between mi grants and states in high- income countries that have been tra-
ditional destinations for South- to- North migration. Although we recognize 
that documents have become an increasingly impor tant site through which 
states manage South- to- South migration and migration in transit states, we 
focus on South- to- North migration  here due to space limitations.8  Because 
the new immigration statuses created in the North are only temporary, they 
have profound, and understudied, implications for mi grants’ relationships 
to state bureaucracies. They more intensively subject mi grants to state bu-
reaucratic surveillance. That is, mi grants must request frequent renewals 
and meet a battery of requirements to prolong  these already- “liminal”  legal 
statuses.9

The expansion of  these temporary statuses has occurred against the 
backdrop of a moment of growing uncertainty for mi grants in traditional 
receiving countries— one in which the pressures of national securitization 
appear to be trumping the impulse  toward humanitarianism.  These devel-
opments disrupt the old certainties mi grants had come to expect in their in-
teractions with the state. On the one hand, the old bureaucratic firewalls are 
coming down. U.S. government agencies formerly kept separate in the name 
of humanitarianism— such as the U.S. Department of Health and  Human 
Ser vices and ice — are now changing policy to share information about mi-
grants, facilitating the criminal prosecution of asylum seekers and of parents 
who enable their  children’s unauthorized passage.10 On the other hand, gov-
ernment officials are collaborating with new bureaucratic agents in immi-
gration control. In the United States, debates continue over the role of the 
police, probation officers, and even Department of Motor Vehicles officials 
in collaborating with immigration enforcement. Meanwhile, in the United 
Kingdom, the government is increasingly devolving responsibility for immi-
grant policing to landlords, professors, and truck  drivers.11 This environment 
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of insecurity intensifies the stakes for mi grants when interacting with state 
bureaucracies— even with the very arms of the state charged with extending 
 legal status rather than enforcing immigration controls.12 Mi grants reluc-
tantly and fearfully submit to state scrutiny  because they seek the privileges 
and security identity documents confer, even as they have reason to fear that 
becoming “legible” to the state may lead to their eventual deportation.

Fi nally, official identification documents are proliferating, as local branches 
of government and even foreign governments are newly providing official 
identifications to unauthorized mi grants. In the United States, for example— 
and to a lesser extent in Eu rope and Canada— municipal and state govern-
ments are themselves extending official identity documents to mi grants. 
Predicated on the affirmation of unauthorized mi grants’ membership in 
local communities and on the knowledge that lacking accepted forms of 
identification leads to myriad forms of social exclusion,13  these local- level 
identity documents are an increasingly popu lar means of acknowledging 
unauthorized mi grants’ “social personhood.”14 Indeed, municipal id s rep-
resent attempts by local governments to establish membership policy at the 
local rather than the national level.15 In addition, foreign governments— 
including Mexico, Guatemala, Colombia, Senegal, Mali, and Nigeria— now 
extend consular id s to their expatriates to provide them with official veri-
fication of their identity; they even campaign to expand local ac cep tance 
of such documents in order to stabilize their expatriates’ situation abroad.16 
Diverse identification documents have varying levels of legitimacy for dif-
fer ent purposes, and they interact in complex, unpredictable ways with 
formal immigration documentation and statuses.17 Most importantly for 
our purposes, even inclusive forms of bureaucratic inscription at the local 
level— such as municipal id s and driver’s licenses— may unintentionally 
expose unauthorized mi grants to the risk of immigration enforcement, as 
we discuss below.

This volume brings together anthropologists, sociologists, geographers, 
and po liti cal scientists to examine  these practices of what we call “bureau-
cratic inscription” and mi grants’ re sis tance to them.18 By “bureaucratic 
inscription,” we refer to the social and material dynamics through which 
mi grants are inscribed into official bureaucratic systems at vari ous scales 
of government. We hold that bureaucratic inscription entails discrete— and 
sometimes prolonged— moments of visibility to a field of power. We use state 
practices of documentation as a lens to explore how they transform mi grants’ 
subjectivities and conceptualization of their place in the nation, as well as 
how they reveal contradictions in governance created by the contested and 
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changing form of “the state” itself.19 In this volume, then, we ask the fol-
lowing questions: How do the pro cesses entailed in applying for  legal status 
and local- level forms of documentation alter mi grants’ be hav iors and atti-
tudes  toward “the state” in its varied forms? In what ways are mi grants able 
to exercise agency when applying for  legal statuses and when using official 
documents to achieve vari ous aims, and in what ways do  these paper trails 
capture or entangle mi grants? How is  legal status made concrete through 
documentation, and how does examining the bureaucratic pro cesses of doc-
umentation reveal techniques of state power and the power asymmetries 
between mi grants and the state? What is omitted when the particularities 
of individual biographies are compressed into standardized  legal catego-
ries through bureaucratic pro cesses, and what happens when individuals’ 
narratives of identity and state bureaucratic identifications conflict?20 We 
keep in mind that identity (held by the self) is not the same as identification 
(emplaced from outside); impor tant questions occur at their intersection.21 
In that regard, how do documents, and the practices and statuses linked to 
them, become an impor tant site for action, both individual and collective?

Our Approach

We suggest that documents— the tangible evidence of bureaucratic 
inscription— constitute a particularly useful site at which to analyze the 
power relationship between mi grants and the state. First, mi grants primar-
ily encounter the state through everyday practices of documentation. “The 
state” often appears distant and faceless to  those it governs; it is through doc-
uments and the pro cess of entering state bureaucracies that the state takes 
concrete form. Indeed, mi grants not only encounter the state during pro-
cesses of inscription (that is, when they submit to government surveillance 
by applying for identity documents, benefits, or legalization), but also during 
validation (that is, when they receive documentary proof of  legal status, ben-
efits, or identity) or verification (that is, when they submit their documents 
for verification,  either by the state or by third parties). Second, documents 
are concrete distillations of state power; through documents, the state strives 
to identify and enumerate its population and separate it by  legal status. Yet 
 because documents are the result of practices of inscription, they are si mul-
ta neously a potent site of re sis tance; as forms of writing, documents may be 
forged, mimicked, and subverted.22 Divorced from the authority they are in-
tended to represent,  after all, documents are merely material artifacts. Thus 
mi grants may appropriate some of the power of the state by engaging with 
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documents as objects: by separating them from their lawful  bearers, by de-
ploying them to alternative ends, or by exchanging, pooling, and “renting” 
them.23 And fi nally, as material objects, documents are crystallizations of the 
law at a par tic u lar historical and social moment.24 While the law is a “living 
document,” subject to change, identity documents are concrete distillations 
of the law in time and space. Therefore, attention to bureaucratic inscription 
and the materiality of documents brings into sharp relief the law as  human 
artifact. It reveals changing state policies regarding mi grants’ rights and the 
contradictory policies of localities and foreign governments that have de-
vised their own documentary practices.

Placing documents at the center of our study of immigration controls 
underscores the fact that  legal status is fundamentally conferred in writing. 
Many scholars have identified writing as key to the administrative capac-
ity of modern states, suggesting that the documents provided by state bu-
reaucratic systems serve as forms of surveillance and control.25 As James 
Scott has argued, a central concern of modern states is ensuring that their 
populations are legible— that is, enumerated and categorized in standard-
ized ways—so that they can be governed effectively.26 Yet we recognize that 
bureaucratic inscription exceeds writing as well— individuals are inscribed 
into state bureaucracies through fingerprints, ret ina and iris scans, voice 
recognition, and photos that may be read by facial recognition technolo-
gies.27 Thus we use the term bureaucratic inscription in an expansive sense to 
refer to the vari ous pro cesses and technologies through which information 
about individuals and their immigration status is incorporated into official 
state registers.  These are socio- material pro cesses enacted by a variety of 
actors— not only state bureaucrats and the street- level bureaucrats who as-
sist them, but also  legal advocates28 and mi grants themselves.

Similarly, we use the term documents to refer not only to official immi-
gration papers bestowed by the nation- state, such as passports and visas, 
but also to the myriad documents now extended to denizens at subnational 
levels.  Little attention has been devoted to how documents granted by other 
levels of government— driver’s licenses, municipal and ngo id s, consular 
id s— interact with the official immigration documents granted by national 
governments. In some cases, policy makers seek to prohibit unauthorized 
mi grants’ access to documents provided by other levels of government out 
of a fear that they may serve as “breeder documents”— ingeniously parlayed 
by mi grants for the rights and privileges associated with  legal status.29 In 
other cases, policy makers aim to extend valid forms of identification to un-
authorized mi grants in order to grant them the everyday privileges of local 
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denizenship— such as picking  children up from school or requesting library 
privileges. Thus the strug gle over  whether to include unauthorized mi grants 
in the national body plays out at diff er ent levels of the state in the form of 
contests over documentation.

Recent volumes have used historical and so cio log i cal approaches to 
examine the key role that official documents and state bureaucratic sys-
tems play in the ability of states to distinguish between citizens and non-
citizens and therefore to control mobility.30 They have also examined the 
complex relationship between state practices of identification and how in-
dividuals conceive of their own identities.31 Yet less scholarship examines 
how the complicated power dynamic between mi grants and the state un-
folds through bureaucratic interactions and the documents that concretize 
them— especially at a moment in which legibility to the state entails height-
ened risks. This volume’s contribution lies in examining how mi grants on 
the ground experience, accept, and resist state bureaucratic practices in a 
time of increasing securitization. This introduction highlights four main 
themes related to pro cesses of bureaucratic inscription that run through the 
chapters assembled  here: (1) the tension inscription raises for mi grants, as 
they seek the security documents offer yet fear visibility to the state; (2) how 
new forms of bureaucratic inscription (that is, municipal id s and driver’s 
licenses) attempt to include mi grants in local communities but si mul ta-
neously extend the power of the state; (3) the dynamics of inscription as state 
power and mi grant re sis tance; and (4) the diff er ent subjectivities created by 
varying intensities and durations of bureaucratic inscription.

The Tension between Legibility and Security

Inscription generates “paper trails” that follow mi grants. That is, state- issued 
identity documents may grant security by verifying mi grants’ identity and 
conferring  legal status. However, in rendering mi grants not only known to 
the state but legible— that is, locatable through the information tied to mi-
grants’ identities— documents also make mi grants more vulnerable.32 In-
deed, recent developments in the United States and Eu rope have thrown 
this tension between legibility and security into sharp relief.

First, the United States and nations in Eu rope increasingly offer tempo-
rary and provisional forms of immigration status in lieu of  legal permanent 
residency. The Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (da c a ) program in 
the United States, for example, offers its  bearers only a temporary and con-
tingent reprieve from deportation and must be renewed  every two years. 
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Temporary Protected Status (tps ), a form of  legal status granted immigrants 
fleeing “extraordinary and temporary conditions,”33 must also be renewed 
in the same time frame. The temporary work visas that have proliferated 
in Spain, France, and the United Kingdom also require renewals.34  Because 
 these temporary statuses may be rescinded at any moment, and none of 
them provides a pathway to  legal permanent residency, they leave  bearers 
suspended in a prolonged state of “liminal legality.”35

Asylum seekers in Eu rope and the United States occupy a similar  legal 
limbo. They may wait years for a decision on their cases; if they lodge an ap-
peal, their cases may drag out even further.36 As they await a resolution, they 
remain vis i ble to the state, their presence “lawful” but their status “unlawful” 
as their cases are pending. Meanwhile, domestic workers in the United King-
dom and  those on eb-3 visas in the United States endure a kind of “proba-
tionary” or “conditional” lawful status in that they must remain with their 
employers in order to receive  legal permanent residency.37 The  bearers of  these 
provisional and temporary statuses in the United States and the United King-
dom share an ambivalent relationship to the documents that bestow on them 
their lawful presence. Their stays of deportation, temporary authorizations, or 
asylum claims leave a paper trail that makes them locatable by the state.

The increase of  these provisional statuses in the United States and 
 Eu rope comes amid a growing emphasis on securitization that only amplifies 
uncertainty for mi grants. In this context, the risk entailed by bureaucratic 
inscription—of being known to an arbitrary and often punitive central state 
authority— may outweigh the risk of remaining unknown. For mi grants fa-
cing stringent and punitive immigration systems, illegibility to the state 
may serve as a shield. Changes to immigration laws in the United States 
since the 1990s, for example, have eroded the security once offered by  legal 
status. On the one hand, the boundary between  legal and “illegal” status 
has become more permeable, as the frequent renewals, high administrative 
fees, and arcane rules governing temporary  legal statuses have made it eas-
ier to “fall out of status.”38 On the other hand, changes in immigration law 
in 1996 have rendered  legal permanent residents deportable for a greater 
number of offenses, brightening the line between “citizens” and “nonciti-
zens.”39 Thus,  those unauthorized mi grants who have never interacted with 
state bureaucratic systems may ironically feel safer from punitive immigra-
tion enforcement than even  legal immigrants who are deeply embedded 
within bureaucratic systems. As a result, even  those unauthorized mi grants 
eligible to adjust their  legal status may opt out in order to preserve their 
invisibility and security.40
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Yet, in other cases, mi grants already captured within the system may find 
benefits to disappearing from it, even at the risk of apprehension and depor-
tation. That is, some U.S. mi grants with  legal status may voluntarily give up 
that status in order to remain safe from an immigration regime they view 
as arbitrary and punitive.41 Similarly, mi grants from certain countries that 
remain largely excluded from legitimate entry to Eu rope have been known 
to destroy their national documentation in order to seek relief through the 
asylum system instead. This illustrates the way documents may constrict 
mi grants’ possibilities, highlighting the profoundly “disqualifying, rights- 
limiting character of a passport as a marker of nationality.”42 In short, en-
tering state bureaucratic systems entails significant risk at this moment of 
punitive immigration enforcement and heightened national securitization.

Local- Level Bureaucratic Inscription

It is not only applications for status adjustment that make mi grants legible 
to the state; bureaucratic inscription is carried out at multiple levels. Indeed, 
local- level governments in the United States and Eu rope are increasingly 
issuing their own identity documents to unauthorized mi grants in the form 
of municipal id s or driver’s licenses.  Because cities must address the practi-
cal needs of their residents on the ground, they may be more likely to resist 
restrictive immigration policies carried out by the national government.43 
Issuing formal identification to unauthorized residents is a means by which 
municipalities resist national membership policy and attach entitlements to 
local inhabitance rather than  legal status. By framing their efforts around 
the princi ple of local residence (or jus domicile), policy makers and mi grant 
advocates assert unauthorized mi grants’ deservingness of the everyday pre-
rogatives of local citizenship.44

In the United States, for example, the driver’s license serves as a kind 
of “master identifier,” monopolizing the legitimate means to verify identity. 
Only with this officially validated identifier can one access the everyday 
privileges that community residents take for granted: the ability to obtain 
library cards, open bank accounts, rent apartments, and establish utilities.45 
Lacking a driver’s license also makes it difficult for unauthorized residents to 
identify themselves when picking up their  children from school or obtaining 
marriage licenses.46 Yet due to concerns about national security prompted 
by 9/11, unauthorized mi grants became ineligible for driver’s licenses in all 
but twelve states and the District of Columbia. The unquestioned ac cep tance 
of the driver’s license as a universal identifier renders unauthorized mi grants 
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unidentifiable and therefore excludes them from local bureaucracies. In fact, 
the refusal of some law enforcement officers to accept any form of official 
identification other than U.S. driver’s licenses poses a par tic u lar threat to 
unauthorized residents.  Because the police are required to take any indi-
vidual they cannot identify into custody, unauthorized mi grants who are 
 stopped by the police run the risk of being arrested and, as a consequence, 
deported.47

To grant unauthorized mi grants greater security and extend them the 
everyday privileges of community life, then, mi grant advocates in the United 
States have increasingly focused on expanding the reach of a form of iden-
tification based on local inhabitance— municipal id s.48 Municipal id s grant 
mi grants access to the same municipal ser vices as other residents, serving as 
a symbolic statement of their local belonging.  These id s gained traction in 
the United States  after the failure of comprehensive immigration reform in 
2012 and the 2016 Supreme Court stalemate over former President Obama’s 
proposal to legalize the parents of  children with  legal status.49 Since 2015, 
cities such as Baltimore, Chicago, Detroit, Phoenix, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, 
and South Bend, Indiana, have begun considering offering municipal id s to 
residents;50 some Midwestern counties (in Michigan and Wisconsin) have 
followed suit.51 In their efforts to integrate unauthorized mi grants into local 
communities, some Eu ro pean cities have also created municipal id  cards, 
including Vienna in 2015 and Madrid in 2016.52 In contrast, sanctuary mea-
sures in Canadian cities—in Toronto, Hamilton, London, and Montreal— 
have focused on removing identification requirements such that unauthorized 
mi grants may access city ser vices.53

Municipal id s— while an assertion of unauthorized mi grants’ deserv-
ingness of urban citizenship54— are still a form of bureaucratic inscription. 
Thus, ironically,  these efforts at inclusion may increase the risk of mi grants’ 
apprehension by making them vis i ble to other branches of government. 
The recent strug gle over the confidentiality of rec ords of applicants for New 
York City’s municipal id  (id nyc ) is a vivid example of this. The result of a 
compromise between mi grant advocates and the police, proponents of New 
York’s municipal id  law pledged to maintain applicants’ personal data for up 
to two years in order to enable potential investigations of fraud.55 More than 
a million New Yorkers signed up for the id nyc  by the end of 2016, more 
than half of whom use the card as their primary identification. Yet  after the 
election of President Trump, city officials hastily announced that, starting in 
2017, they would no longer retain the rec ords— that is, the copies of the doc-
uments applicants had presented as proof of identity and residence— once 
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the id s  were issued. Moreover, they announced they would also jettison the 
data of former applicants in order to prevent their falling into the hands of 
the Department of Homeland Security.56 Citing concerns of “national secu-
rity,” however, two Republican assemblymen sued to force the city to retain 
the rec ords and lodged a Freedom of Information law request for the per-
sonal information of all applicants to make them accessible to the federal 
government.57 Thus, as municipalities operate within an increasingly pre-
carious national immigration climate, extending legitimacy to unauthorized 
mi grants through local- level identification also exposes them to the risk of 
deportation.

The actions of renegade officers in the Vermont Department of Motor 
Vehicles shortly  after the state passed a law allowing unauthorized mi grants 
to obtain “driver privilege cards” further illustrate this tension. Even though 
Vermont state policy prohibits state employees from carry ing out federal 
immigration enforcement, in 2014 the Vermont dmv forwarded to ice  the 
information of a Jordanian national, Abdel Rabbah, and even took the ex-
traordinary mea sure of luring Rabbah to the dmv so that ice  could appre-
hend him and initiate deportation proceedings.58 While Rabbah launched 
a discrimination lawsuit against the dmv, ultimately settling for $40,000, 
a new investigation reveals that the dmv routinely sent the information of 
unauthorized mi grants to ice  well  after the incident and even informed ice  
officers of the dates of mi grants’ appointments.59 Thus, while driver’s licenses 
include mi grants in the everyday life of local communities and grant them 
greater security from local police, they may unintentionally expand the 
reach of state power. At this moment of intensified insecurity for mi grants, 
attending to the articulations between local- level forms of identification and 
state bureaucratic systems, as well as how mi grants and their advocates navi-
gate this relationship, is incumbent on us.

The Dynamics of Inscription: State Power and Mi grant Re sis tance

This brings up our third main theme: the interaction between inscription as 
a form of state power and mi grant re sis tance. Clearly,  those seeking official 
recognition must submit to state power.  Whether applying for municipal 
id s, state driver’s licenses, or formal  legal statuses, they must meet a series of 
evidentiary requirements. In Spain, for example, a 2005 regularization pro-
gram required that workers demonstrate duration of residence, proof of em-
ployment, and evidence of social integration (in the form of proof of  family 
ties or a report from the local town council).60 Meanwhile, in the United 
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States, mi grants seeking to regularize their status must assem ble evidence 
of positive interactions with local institutions (churches, schools, doctors’ 
offices) to attest to their “good moral character.”61 Ironically, then, mi grants 
must accumulate significant paper trails in order to successfully adjust their 
 legal status. Regularization, then, requires that “undocumented” mi grants 
develop an intimate relationship to bureaucratic rec ords.

Regularization requirements transform the meaning of mundane rec ords 
to mi grants as well as mi grants’ relationships to local bureaucracies. When 
mi grants regularize, a wide variety of state and non- state rec ords— receipts 
for medical appointments, check stubs, tax returns, school enrollment rec-
ords, and utility bills— assume new importance. For example, Don Pablo is 
an unauthorized farmworker who had missed the last opportunity for regu-
larization in the United States in 1986  because he threw out his back and 
was recuperating in Mexico. His employer had sent him a letter informing 
him that he was eligible and urging him to apply, and Don Pablo kept that 
letter ever since. Aware that the 1986 “amnesty” had required farmworkers 
to supply proof of duration of residence and work history, for thirty years 
Don Pablo had diligently collected all the “official”- seeming documents he 
could in three plastic bags  under the cot in his apartment. One held his 
tax returns; another bills, medical documents, and receipts; and the third 
his check stubs. Regularization requirements therefore mean that ordin-
ary paperwork assumes new currency to mi grants, as it becomes valuable 
evidence of one’s duration of residence, work history, or “moral character” 
(diligence, civic responsibility, compliance with the authorities). For  these 
reasons, some have observed that “the state”— whether the local branches of 
government that issue  these myriad documents or a centralized government 
authority— often assumes a greater presence in the lives and imaginations of 
precariously positioned mi grants than it does in  those of its citizens.62

The state’s unilateral authority to enact immigration laws and interpret 
bureaucratic rec ords illustrates the arbitrariness of the state— a principal at-
tribute of state power.63 On the one hand, the state has largely unquestioned 
authority over immigration policies; in the United States, for example, the 
doctrine of plenary power places control over the disposition of nonciti-
zens residing in the nation and  those entering from abroad squarely in the 
hands of the executive branch and Congress. This allows the state to sud-
denly expel foreigners in the name of national security, to ban the entry of 
par tic u lar nationalities, and to exclude at whim  those previously included 
in the national body.64 On the other hand, “the state” is not a single en-
tity; it is made up of myriad bureaucrats who differ in their interpretation 
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and enactment of “state” policies across bureaucracies and localities;65 the 
discretionary power of  these individuals to enact state policy only exacer-
bates the state’s arbitrariness. Fi nally, state policies regarding immigration 
are often ambiguous and open to interpretation;66 they are almost always 
complicated, changeable, and so inaccessible to the layperson that few dare 
approach them without  legal repre sen ta tion.67 Thus a profound asymmetry 
in power between the state and mi grants lies at the heart of bureaucratic 
inscription; the very opacity of the state and its inscrutability to  those it gov-
erns helps uphold its power.

The very foreignness of the logics of immigration law to ordinary indi-
viduals helps illustrate this asymmetry. Indeed,  because of the discretionary 
power given to officials in applying immigration law, as well as changes in 
law and procedure, state officials may accord documents a diff er ent value 
and significance depending on the time and place. For example, even expired 
documents or supposedly “negative” documentation— that is, evidence of a 
mi grant’s unlawful entry— may become valuable for regularization. Expired 
work permits may be useful evidence of a mi grant’s duration of residence 
in the United States.68 A bail receipt for release from immigration detention 
may also serve as evidence of duration of residence by providing an official 
time stamp. On the other hand, seemingly “positive” documentation may 
also be interpreted in such a way as to facilitate removal. For example, a 
mi grant may pre sent his visitor’s visa at the U.S.- Mexico border only to find 
himself deported, branded as a potential visa overstayer due to his prior 
trips to the United States.69 The shifting significance of documentation, and 
its interpretation in erratic ways, reveals the unpredictability of state power 
and of the agents who enact it each day.

Yet even as the state exerts control over mi grants through its arbitrariness 
in granting and interpreting documents, mi grants do not submit passively 
to state power. Some actively assert control over their fates by attempting 
to disrupt government identification schemes. Failed asylum seekers in Eu-
rope may destroy their original passports or identity cards in order to avoid 
government identification and delay their return, preventing their coun-
tries of origin from promptly issuing travel documents to authorize their 
deportation.70 In the era of voluntary departure, Central American mi grants 
crossing into the United States also ditched their passports and official docu-
ments so that if they  were apprehended, they would be released into Mexico 
rather than flown back to El Salvador or Guatemala.71 Similarly,  those with 
deportation  orders— whom federal authorities are actively seeking— may 
evade legibility by working  under the documents of  others, preventing the 
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generation of any paper trail of their whereabouts.72 When deportation is 
imminent, illegibility is often mi grants’ only remaining source of power.

 Others may submit to bureaucratic scrutiny yet refuse to buy into the 
state’s logics. Mi grants may agentively and creatively engage with official 
documents and  those who bestow, verify, and check them. Indeed, mi grants 
are acutely aware that valid documents are a scarce form of capital in mi-
grant communities; they open the doors to other forms of capital, such as 
the ability to travel, to access driver’s licenses, to find a job, or to access pub-
lic benefits. In both Eu rope and the United States, then, official work autho-
rization documents may be exchanged, rented, and sold.73 In marginalized 
communities with scarce access to formal documentation, mi grants may 
treat  legal status as a fungible commodity.

Mi grants also deploy their knowledge of the blind spots and prejudices 
of the state agents charged with document verification. As Ordóñez shows 
in this volume, Otavalo mi grants from Ec ua dor take advantage of border 
officials’ inability to distinguish among indigenous individuals in order to 
use the travel documents of  others to cross international borders. By pool-
ing and exchanging “papers,” mi grants treat documents as a communitarian 
resource. Thus, mi grants have developed ingenious practices of document 
circulation in re sis tance to a global system in which the privileges of mobil-
ity are unevenly distributed.74

Bureaucratic Inscription and Subjecthood

As a technique of power, bureaucratic inscription may shape mi grants’ sub-
jectivity and sense of self. Modern pro cesses of classification and documen-
tation may be seen as a means by which the state “knows,” enumerates, and 
surveils its population, and therefore as key to ensuring and maintaining 
state control.75 As instantiations of state power, documents and bureaucratic 
requirements may be viewed as biopo liti cal technologies that help trans-
form mi grants into par tic u lar kinds of subjects.76 Indeed, as the chapters 
 here show, state bureaucratic pro cesses shape individuals’ be hav iors and 
forge their ideas of their relationship to the state— sometimes even before 
mi grants enter the state’s ambit.

In the United States, for example, unauthorized mi grants from Central 
Amer i ca and Mexico often learn to diligently save both official and informal 
rec ords in case they should have the opportunity to apply for legalization. 
 Because of  these groups’ duration of migration to the United States and their 
networks’ knowledge of  legal requirements, they often assem ble their own 
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paper trails in anticipation of their applications for  legal status. As Abarca 
and Coutin show, for example, noncitizens attending a  legal advocacy clinic 
in Southern California knew in advance that recordkeeping was a vital practice 
in their efforts  toward legalization; they already knew the names of official 
immigration forms and had emplotted pos si ble pathways  toward legaliza-
tion.77 They carried shopping bags or  binders full of a variety of mundane 
and bureaucratic rec ords to meet state evidentiary requirements; even  those 
who remained ambivalent about applying for an adjustment of status had 
meticulously saved their rec ords. Thus, Abarca and Coutin’s data suggests 
that the intensity and duration of Central Americans’ exposure to U.S. prac-
tices of bureaucratic inscription have an enduring effect on the ways they 
view documents and their relationship to state power. Noncitizens’ very antici-
pation of  future interactions with an unpredictable state yields compulsively 
careful recordkeeping practices.

If Central American mi grants may anxiously collect documents in ad-
vance of opportunities for legalization, the effects of such anticipation may 
also last well  after they have adjusted their status. For example, Menjívar has 
shown that  because of the long and unpredictable duration of their tps  sta-
tus as well as a hostile local environment, liminally  legal Central Americans 
in Phoenix often live “hyperaware” of the law.78 Not only does their  legal 
instability shape the life decisions they make regarding  family unification; 
it also shapes their everyday actions such as deciding which supermarket 
is “safe” to visit. However, as she describes in this volume, this vigilant at-
titude  toward the state is not unique to unauthorized or temporarily autho-
rized mi grants.  Because of the racialized nature of requests for documents 
in a state and county in which law enforcement is a vis i ble presence, even 
Latinx  legal permanent residents and citizens continue to arm themselves 
with “their documents” as they go about their daily business. As they are 
constantly reminded of their racialized outsider status in their everyday in-
teractions, then, Latinx immigrants of all statuses avoid the state  because 
they have internalized the implication that their presence is “illegitimate.”

 These examples, then— along with the chapters in this volume by Boehm 
and Coutin— attest to the power of the state and the efficacy of state disci-
plinary practices in shaping mi grants’ be hav iors. As Cris Shore and Susan 
Wright argue in their volume on governmentality, we may see state bu-
reaucratic practices in a Foucauldian sense as “po liti cal technologies” that 
shape individuals’ conduct “so that they themselves contribute, not neces-
sarily consciously, to a government’s model of social order.”79 And yet in 
other cases, state bureaucratic pro cesses appear to have minimal efficacy in 
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shaping mi grants’ be hav iors and subjectivities in ways congruent with state 
objectives. As Ordóñez shows for the indigenous Ec ua dor ian mi grants who 
make their lives as itinerant merchants and musicians in Colombia and Eu-
rope (this volume), this group’s long- standing existence on the margins of 
the Ec ua dor ian state has instilled a deeply skeptical and pragmatic attitude 
 toward state institutions. Indigenous Ec ua dor ians strategically pool and ex-
change official id s and letters of invitation to achieve par tic u lar purposes, 
regard deportation and imprisonment as minor incon ve niences, and flex-
ibly adapt their documentary strategies to suit diff er ent regimes. Therefore, 
Ordóñez makes the impor tant point that mi grants’ attitudes  toward the im-
migration controls of the Eu ro pean states they enter  were fundamentally 
 shaped by their experiences with the state in Ec ua dor, and by their position 
of marginality. Perhaps  because of their long- standing evasion of state bur-
eaucratic control,  these mi grants exhibit a markedly flexible— and almost 
cavalier— attitude  toward documentation when compared with the Central 
American and Mexican mi grants discussed above. In short, the success of 
state disciplinary proj ects in diff er ent locations remains an ethnographic 
question. Mi grants’ differing relationships with their home states, in com-
bination with the relative intensity and duration of surveillance in their re-
ceiving states, shapes differing attitudes  toward documentation and the state 
power it embodies.

Conclusion

This volume outlines why the study of documentation is a particularly fer-
tile ground for examining the relationship between mi grants and the state, 
and an especially impor tant one at this po liti cal juncture. Identity docu-
ments stand at the intersection between legitimacy and legibility, identity 
and identification, and security and insecurity. Even as states increasingly 
restrict the kinds of identification noncitizens may receive, a variety of gov-
ernments at the subnational level— swayed by the concerns of mi grants and 
their advocates— have extended identity documents to unauthorized and 
liminally  legal mi grants in order to stake their claims to local citizenship. Yet 
as  these nations enter an ever more xenophobic and nativist phase, in turn 
emboldening immigration agents, the paper trails left by mi grants in even 
local bureaucracies have become a renewed focus of concern. If documents 
position mi grants at the fulcrum between legitimacy and legibility, the cur-
rent po liti cal moment has decidedly shifted the balance  toward the latter. As 
scholars, we must attend to new contestations of mi grants’ rights that occur 
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at the material level of identity documents. Moreover, we must be alert to 
the new strug gles emerging over local- level forms of documentation that 
once seemed secure (such as state driver’s licenses), over who has the right to 
access to such paper trails, and over the new forms of legibility they create.

As temporary, provisional, and liminal statuses proliferate in traditional 
receiving countries and in transit states, this not only ensnares mi grants in a 
web of bureaucratic relations with the state that creates new vulnerabilities; 
it also yields a plethora of contradictory and inconsistent implications for 
mi grants’ eligibility for government programs, for ordinary privileges, and 
even for immigration status adjustments. The arbitrariness of such rules and 
the disjunctures they create across governments— and even across diff er ent 
scales of single governments— testifies to the limitations of enacting local 
citizenship policy in the absence of comprehensive immigration reform. It 
also highlights the inconsistency of “the state” itself as a fragmented and 
ever- shifting entity. By documenting  these inconsistencies, we aim to de-
mystify the state and the proliferating paper trails it creates.
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